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Axel Willner must be allergic to album art. His five albums of atmospheric
minimal techno as The Field all come in formidably blank packages
simply bearing the names of the project and the album. But since 2013’s
Cupid’s Head, the Swedish musician has wrapped his albums in black
rather than the more inviting cream color he previously favored. The
Follower is his second Black Album, and as expected, it’s a continuation
of the ideas he explored in 2013– longer, darker, more dramatic tracks
with a stronger emphasis on texture and less immediate focus on the
looped samples that are his trademark.

But there’s a difference, and it’s a welcome one. One of the best things
about Willner’s masterful debut From Here We Go Sublime  (2007) was
the way he juxtaposed two looped samples from the same song to create
stunning chord changes or textural shifts. This trick is back in a big way on his latest album. The best songs on The
Follower don’t build gradually, but through a series of devastating moments: a pitch-shift a new instrument in the mix
or the entrance or exit of the kick. The result is The Field’s best and most emotionally compelling album since
Sublime, a logical artistic evolution that happens to recapture some much-missed old magic.

“Pink Sun,” the most Sublime-like track here, hinges on a stunning half-step transition before upping the emotional
stakes with each new layer of texture. “Monte Verita” plods along casually at first, but Willner goes for the full-track
pitch shift about four minutes in, making its angelic sample sound all the more mournful. And there’s a moment
during “Soft Streams” where the track has calmed into a twinkly, quiet ambient jaunt, right before clattering drums
ramp back up with a huff, like an old Jeep engine starting for the first time in 20 years. These are the sort of
moments that may catch you off-guard before you’re quite able to process their beauty.

The album’s power is even more remarkable given that it’s fairly emotionally neutral, especially compared to the
paranoia of Cupid’s Head or the unfettered joy of Sublime. It’s not a feel-good album, nor is it sad: mostly, it just
gently bludgeons you with the power of God. You’re not likely to smile during The Follower, nor are you likely to cry.
It is likely that your jaw will drop at least once.

The album flags at its beginning and end. The title track is an intriguing Berghain-style techno banger, but it doesn’t
have the emotional heft of the later tracks, and it comes off mostly as a stylistic experiment. And while 14-minute
closer “Reflecting Lights” seems to be designed as an epic ambient coda, it’s not that soothing and in fact gets
irritating after about eight minutes. But The Follower is more than worth it for the sentimental battleground of its
middle four tracks, during which the smallest shift in texture can be devastating.
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